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DISCOVER the DIFFERENCE

Strategy

Actions

St Margaret’s teachers
are highly e-literate

Develop an e-Teaching standard for
St Margaret’s teachers

St Margaret’s
teachers will leverage
educational reputation
and capability through
collaboration

Identify collaborative education partners
to develop and source online content and
opportunities

There is excellence
and consistency
in e-learning
implementation

St Margaret’s teachers are
e-leaders in the use of technology
to enhance learning

Review current e-learning practices of
teaching staff and develop individual
professional development plans for teachers
which focus on excellence and innovation
in e-learning

Develop internal leadership structures to
identify, develop and promote cutting edge
online e-learning programs
Ensure compatibility and suitability of a
Learning Management System and develop
content and delivery framework plans
Develop a change management plan to
support the goals of the e-learning strategy
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e-Teaching

e-Teaching

GOAL
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St Margaret’s is a leader in
technology enhanced e-learning to
maximise student outcomes

Strategy

e-learning

e-learning

GOAL
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Actions

e-learning will improve
student academic
outcomes and their
level of engagement

Use the e-learning strategy to extend the
personalised learning strategy (including
monitoring, intervention and extension)

e-learning will be used
to extend student
opportunities

Define and develop the core products/services
which may be offered to support the Extended
Scholars Program

e-learning will prepare
students for the world
of work and study

Ensure that the school remains current
and adaptable so that students experience
technologies relevant to their future needs

DISCOVER the DIFFERENCE

Develop engagement and collaboration
platforms for student based content creation
and sharing

Maximise both in-class and outside class time
experiences by using technology effectively in
a ‘flipped or blended classroom’ model

Strategy

e-learning to develop and
grow its quality brand

Actions

St Margaret’s will be a
highly visible leader
in e-learning

Review the school’s digital profile and develop
a rolling digital enhancement plan

Our e-learning reach
will extend our
commitment to global
experiences

Use our collaborative partners in the fields
of education, business and philanthropy to
extend the reach of St Margaret’s (in both a
physical and virtual sense)

The school will
maintain a strong
and sustainable
commitment to
e-learning evolution

Foster a culture of innovation within the whole
school to leverage technological progress and
support e-learning

Identify opportunities and develop online
courses and presentations that will further
enhance and develop our reputation

Develop a high level business case for Summer
School Programs (international and domestic
streams) that leverage our physical and
e-learning assets

Establish a quarterly St Margaret’s e-learning
Forum Group of external leaders to ensure
the school remains appropriately informed,
challenged and resourced
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e-School

e-School
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